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Virginia voters brought a long-simmering
debate on a proposed state lottery to a conclusion in 1987, opting for the lottery by a
considerable margin. While the topic had
dominated political discourse for a year, the
referendum had only a few partisan overtones, little overarching meaning to the
vote, and no clear, substantial impact on the
state's future electoral contests.
The 1987 General Assembly contests attracted far less attention than the lottery for
the most part, but they were more noteworthy - especially the results and the costs
of a few specific races. In addition, the legislative elections highlighted a disturbing
modern paradox: Virginia is benefitting

from increasingly vigorous and unpredictable two-party competition where there are
contests, but at the same time there are a
diminishing number ofcontests. Both parties,
but especially the Republicans, are not
fielding as many legislative candidates, leaving a large proportion of the incumbents
unopposed. This is a distasteful and worrisome trend, as suggested four years ago in
these pages after the last General Assembly
elections:
A healthy democracy requires that
voters be given a choice of candidates
on election day. The responsibility for
providing this basic and necessary element falls on the two major political
parties. By nominating their smallest
contingents of candidates in years,
Virginia's parties clearly failed a vital

test in 1983. In almost any election
year, limited resources, party strategy, and other factors inevitably will
result in some unopposed races.
Nevertheless, it arguably harms the
democratic character of our society
(and encourages apathy and even
cynicism) when a staggering proportion of seats go uncontested. In 1983
a large majority of the candidates for
the General Assembly-59 percent,
in fact - were unopposed by the other
party. Thus they were essentially
elected before the polls had even
opened and voters had had a chance
to pass judgment. This is a regrettable
statistic that does not bear repeating. l
ILarry Sabato, "1983 Virginia General Assembly Elections,"

University of Virginia News Leaer, February 1984.
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CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE SEEKS NEW DIRECTOR
James A. (Dolph) Norton, the current director of the Center for Public Service, has announced that he plans to retire from this
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Unfortunately, the statistic worsened. The
percentage of legislative candidates unopposed by the other party grew to 60 percent
in 1985 and 64 percent in 1987.

THE LOTTERY VOTE
Compared with most states, Virginia has
relatively few referendums, and most of
these are proposed constitutional amendments. Twice in the last ten years, however,
the General Assembly has decided to refer
a controversial item to the entire electorate
and in both instances the subject was gam~
bling. In 1978 a proposal to legalize parimutuel horserace betting was placed on the
ballot; and despite pre-election surveys
showing wide acceptance, the measure went
down to narrow defeat (about 52 percent
"no" to 48 percent "yes"). Church groups
were credited with effective, behind-thescenes organizing against pari-mutuels that
included a major get-out-the-vote drive.

In 1987 the General Assembly, with the concurrence of Governor Gerald Baliles, again
resorted to a referendum on the matter of
a state lottery. Most members of the legislature appeared personally unsupportive of
the lottery, believing it to be an inappropriate and unreliable revenue raiser, but
popular sentiment clearly dictated another
course of action. Some Virginians were still
upset by the General Assembly's sales and
gas tax increases, enacted in a special 1986
legislative session devoted to transportation
needs, and the lottery had become a rallying
cry for those who preferred a "painless" tax
increase. (Of course, no previous tax increases were to be rescinded if the lottery
passed; rather, the additional funds produced by the lottery were supposedly intended to stave off future tax levies.)

The lottery referendum was a quiet campaign, and it never lived up to the expectations of either its supporters or foes. Neither side raised nearly as much money as it
had hoped to do; the "PROs" (Virginians
for the Lottery and Virginians for a Lottery,
Inc.) spent just $298,000, and the "ANTIs"
(Virginians Against State Sponsored Gambling, Inc., and Free Enterprisers Against
the Lottery) spent about $412,000, compared with the approximately $4 million expended by each party's candidate in the
1985 gubernatorial contest. As expected,
the out-of-state gaming companies and the
convenienc~ store industry, both of which
stood to benefit financially from a Virginia
lottery, provided most of the pro-lottery
warchest, while native anti-gambling church
groups and instate business leaders spent
heavily in opposition. Except for the
churches, there was little discernible campaign activity pro or con.

:"hat c~mpaign there was occurred mainly
In the fInal month of the general election.
Anti-lottery forces launched a moderatescale television advertising program, and
most former and recent statewide elected
officials, including former governors Linwood Holton (R), Mills Godwin (D and R),
and Charles Robb (D), urged Virginians to
reject the lottery. Just days before the vote,
Governor Baliles announced that he too
planned to vote "no." Lottery supporters,
who had obtained not a single prominent
and respected statewide spokesman for
their cause, became increasingly worried as
opponents began to dominate the airwaves
and the polls began to show a somewhat
tightened race. (The supporters did manage
to air one television spot in the final week
of the campaign, though.)

Partisan politics had little correlation with
the lottery returns, incidentally. For example, the two most Republican congressional
districts (the Richmond Third and the Piedmont Seventh) and the two most Democratic districts (Tidewater's Fourth and Second) voted for the lottery. At the same time,
the GOP-leaning southside Fifth and Roanoke Sixth districts, as well as the usually
Democratic Ninth, said "no" to the lottery.
There was a more obvious connection between the 1987 lottery vote and the 1978
pari-mutuel referendum. Every single city
and county save one (Charlottesville) that
had voted for pari-mutuels also supported
the lottery. The heartland of anti-lottery opposition - western and southside Virginiaalso anchored the majority against pari-mutuels. And, too, the Urban Corridor was the
backbone of the support for both the lottery
and pari-mutuels.

An Anticli actic Election Day
The apparent momentum generated by the
anti-lottery forces was reminiscent of the
last-lninute surge against pari-mutuel betting in 1978, one that resulted in the measure's unexpected defeat. All bets were off
by Election Day, but in fact the vote was
somewhat anticlimatic. Virginians easily
passed the lottery, 56.6 percent to 43.4 percent, thus becoming the twenty-eighth· state
to establish legalized gambling in this form. 2

Urban and suburban areas were clearly lottery strongholds, and a tidal wave of prolottery sentiment rolled down the Urban
Corridor from northern Virginia through
Richmond and into Tidewater. Not a single
eastern county or city voted against the lottery. All thirty-five counties and seventeen
cities that voted "no" were to be found in
the western half of the state; moreover, just
two western counties (Lee and Craig) and
two western cities (Bedford and Norton)
supported the lottery.

Yet the geographical split was not quite as
severe as this would suggest. While western
Virginia was the undisputed anti-lottery
stronghold, opposition averaged only 55.3
percent in the three congressional districts
that voted "no," compared to the 61.7 percent in the seven districts that voted "yes."
The southwest Ninth district generated the
greatest anti-lottery proportion, with 56.9
percent voting against it, while the NorfolkVirginia Beach Second district topped all
the others in its pro-lottery enthusiasm (67.5
percent in favor).

10 nly one other southern state, Florida, preceded Virginia in a
pro-lottery vote. But on the same day that Virginia passed a lottery, Texas voters were establishing pari-mutuel betting by a margin of 57 percent to 43 percent-nearly identical to the Old
Dominion's vote.

The' urban/rural division on the lottery vote
is as clear as the east/west split. Lottery majorities topped 60 percent in both the Urban
Corridor and in Virginia's Metropolitan
Statistical Areas. Nowhere was support
higher than in the central cities, where 62.9
percent voted "yes." The suburbs were not
far behind, however, with 59.1 percent in
the approval column. In the last two decades, the suburbs and central cities have
often been at partisan loggerheads in the
election of statewide officials, with the suburbs leaning Republican and the cities
Democratic. But in 1987 the suburbs and
central cities teamed up to become a grand
urban coalition - a juggernaut that rolled
over rural anti-lottery preferences.

The Black Vote
One of the most fascinating aspects of the
lottery vote was the overwhelming black
support that the referendum garnered. Despite the solid and vocal anti-lottery stance
taken by influential black ministers throughout the state, a massive 77 percent of the
blacks from the selected predominantly
black precincts in Table 1 voted "yes."
Blacks also had favored pari-mutuel betting,
but by a substantially smaller majority of
61.6 percent.
Moreover, blacks showed exceptionally
keen interest in the lottery referendum,
compared to other recent ballot issues. In
1987, 88.2 percent of all blacks who came
to the polls voted on the lottery question, a
proportion very near to the 89.1 percent of
all 1987 voters who cast a vote on the issue.
Blacks tend to exhibit "ballot fatigue" (i.e.,
voting only on top-of-the-ballot items and
failing to vote on items lower on the ballot)
to a much greater degree than whites; in
some past elections, the "ballot fatigue" gap
between blacks and whites has been as great
as 40 percentage points.
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House races cost over $75,000 when both
party candidates were taken together; in
eight other races, expenditures exceeded
$100,000.
When the House and Senate campaign expenditures are aggregated, the 1987 General Assembly elections cost the candidates
and their supporters $7.9 Inillion in all, of
which nearly 80 percent ($6.3 million) was
expended in the party-contested districts.
This means an increase of 131 percent in
the four years since the last General Asselnbly cycle in 1983, when $3.4 million was
spent. By any yardstick this is a substantial
and rapidly growing SUIn, through it should
be noted that all other electoral offices have
experienced a silnilar phenolnenon. The
1985 campaigns of the six statewide candidates, for instance, consumed $12.2 Inillion - a 77 ,?ercent increase fr01TI four years
earlier. A considerable portion of the surge
in costs is attributable to television advertising, an expensive addition to legislative
campaign budgets in most media markets.
Because of the exorbitant price of television
time in the Washington market, media advertising has not yet become a staple of
northern Virginia's legislative campaigns. If
that development ever occurs, election costs
will soar anew.

In party tenns, the Democrats have maintained a significant spending edge in every
category of General Assembly contests. In
the fifty party-contested House and Senate
districts, for example, Democrats spent 57.5
percent of the total dollars, to just 41.9 percent for the Republicans (and 0.6 percent
for independents). The gap between the
parties was wider in the House than in the
Senate. The Republicans have made little
progress in closing the financial divide, incidentally, and in some categories they have
actually lost ground compared to the previous General Assembly election cycle.
When the crucial party-contested districts
are considered alone, for example, the
Democratic proportion of dollars spent has
increased froln 54.6 percent in 1983 to 57.5
percent in 1987, while the GOP's share has
dropped froln 44.0 percent to 41.9 percent.

The iInportance of money in campaigns can
be, and usually is, overemphasized. No one
belittles its iInpact or considers it irrelevant,
but often ignored is the fact that many candidates win despite being outspent. The
state Senate races in 1987 clearly delnonstrate this reverse side of the coin, since in
eleven of nineteen party-contested districts,
the highest spending candidate lost. No such

pattern was observed on the House side,
however, where the highest spending candidates won twenty-three of thirty-one
party-contested districts. Why was there
such a difference on this score between
House and Senate races? As suggested in
1983 when a silnilar, but less dralnatic, differential was manifested, "It may be that
Senate races attract more press attention
than House contests, thereby providing free
exposure for challengers and increasing
their electoral chances even if their own
warchests were relatively sInal1."4

Another difference between the House and
the Senate elnerges when the spending pattern of incumbents and challengers is examined. In the House contests only three of
twenty-five challengers (12 percent) who
were trying to oust a sitting delegate Inanaged to outspend the incumbent. But in the
Senate races, ten of seventeen challengers
(59 percent) spent more than their incumbent opponents. Once again, the greater attention accorded Senate elections Inay

~Larry

Sabato, Virginia Votes 1983-1986 (Charlottesville: Institute
of Government, University of Virginia, 1987), p. 22.

TABLE 2. Vote by Parties, Virginia General Assembly Elections,

1967-1987

Percent of Vote

1967

1969*

1971

1973*

1975

1977*

1979

1981*

1982*

1983

1985*

1987

Statewide
Democratic
Republican
Independent
Write-ins

65.1
30.7
4.1
0.1

60.0
37.1
2.8
0.1

58.6
34.6
6.8

55.9
31.7
12.4

66.9
28.1
4.9
0.1

66.6
29.7
3.7

62.0
36.5
1.5

59.6
36.5
3.9

56.9
40.8
2.2
0.1

61.5
36.1
2.4

58.3
39.5
2.1
0.1

59.9
35.8
4.2
0.1

Totals

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Party Contests
Delnocratic
Republican
Independent
Write-ins

59.5
35.5
5.0

56.9
39.9
3.2

55.3
37.1
7.6

54.6
32.6
12.8

57.3
40.0
2.7

61.8
36.2
2.0

56.3
43.4
0.3

51.9
46.6
1.5

52.6
46.8
0.5
0.1

54.4
45.0
0.6

54.0
45.9
0.1

52.8
46.3
0.9

Totals

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

SOURCE: Compiled from election results provided by the State Board of Elections.
NOTES: An asterisk (*) indicates a year in which no election for state Senate was held. A "party contest"
is an election that had formally designated Democratic and Republican nOlninees.
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changes took place in urban and suburban
areas, and the Hampton Roads region was
home to the greatest number of new legislators in 1987.
The most expensive, the most watched, and
arguably the most important legislative race
was the state Senate contest in Henrico
County between Republican former First
Lady Eddy Dalton and Democratic Senate
president pro tempore William F. Parkerson, Jr. Parkerson touted his seniority and
clout, and he benefitted from Governor
Baliles' strong support; but Dalton waged
an energetic can1paign that urged more twoparty competition and offered hope of a
GOP resurgence in statewide politics. In the
end, Dalton's appealing personality and extensive door-to-door efforts, combined with
Henrico's Republican voting proclivities,
won her a narrow victory margin of nearly
1,000 votes (50.9 percent to 49.1 percent).
The careers of several other Senate incumbents were also ended (at least temporarily)
in 1987. In Virginia Beach, Democrat Sonny
Stallings edged Republican Senator Joe
Canada in a hard-fought contest. Canada
had earlier lost a congressional bid in 1986
and the lieutenant governor's race in 1977.
In Chesapeake, Republican Mark L. Earley,
riding an unusual coalition of the AFL-CIO,
Republican regulars, and fundamentalist
Christians, ousted Democratic Senator
William T. Parker. And Democrat Emilie
F. Miller won her return match with GOP
Senator John W. Russell of Fairfax by a
mere 181 votes; four years earlier Russell
had defeated Miller by 338 votes. The closest race by far in 1987, however, was the
contest for the Bristol Senate seat of retiring
Democrat James Jones. Republican William C. Wampler, Jr., son of the former
longtime Ninth District congressman, captured the post by a scant 32 votes out of
over 42,000 cast. Democrat John S. Bundy
was the loser.
Three Democratic and two Republican incumbents in the House of Delegates also
were sent packing by the voters. Democratic
Delegate Paul C. Cline was defeated in a
rematch with former Republican delegate
Phoebe Orebaugh of Rockingham, who
avenged her upset loss of 1985. Veteran
Democratic delegates Frank Slayton of
South Boston and Les Saunders of Chesterfield also were upended by a pair of 31year-old Republicans (Mark W. Hagood
and Stephen H. Martin, respectively). Republican Delegate Ken Calvert of Danville
lost his seat to Democrat Whitt Clement,
and GOP Delegate Royston Jester of
Lynchburg lost his to Democrat Ted Harris.
Overall, the Republicans gained two seats
in the House and one in the Senate to post

a modest victory statewide. Their totals of
thirty-five House seats and ten Senate seats
were modern high watermarks for the GOP.
On the other hand, Democrats retained a
nearly 2-to-1 majority in the House and a
3-to-1 majority in the Senate - far greater
than the balance of power between the parties in statewide elections. Incumbency, artful redistricting, and a sheer lack of GOP
candidates, among other factors, have
helped Democrats maintain legislative hegemony.

Table 2 summarizes the party vote in the
1987 General Assembly contests in relation
to past elections. When party-contested districts alone are considered, the GOP posted
its best showing since 1981 and 1982, securing 46.3 percent of the statewide vote,
compared to the Democrats' 52.8 percent.
But in all districts combined, Republicans
fared more poorly than in any legislative
election since 1977, taking only 35.8 percent
of the statewide vote, compared to the
Democrats' 59.9 percent.

Black and Female Representation
The 1987 legislative elections resulted in
marginal sept gains not only for Republicans
but also for blacks and women. With
Yvonne Miller's victory in a Norfolk Senate
district and Jerrauld Jones's capture of the
Norfolk House seat formerly held by Miller,
black representation increased to ten (three
in the Senate and seven in the House, all
Democrats). Blacks' 7.1 percent share of the
seats in the Virginia General Assembly is
higher than the national average of 5.5 percent for all state legislative offices. Of
course, black representation in both the
state and the nation still lags considerably
behind the black proportion of the population (18 percent in Virginia and 11 percent
in the United States as a whole).

Women scored a major breakthrough in the
state Senate, which had been all-male since
1983, with the victories of Republican Eddy
Dalton of Henrico and Democrats Yvonne
Miller of Norfolk and Emilie Miller of Fairfax. In the House all nine women Democratic inculnbents were reelected, and they
were joined by two Republicans, former
Delegate Phoebe Orebaugh of Harrisonburg and Jane Woods of Fairfax. The fourteen women now in the General Assembly
comprise the largest contingent of women
Virginia legislators ever -10 percent of all
seats. This is well below the national average, however: about 16 percent of all state
legislators are women. Virginia ranks thirtyeighth among the fifty states in its representation of women.

Legislative Campaign Expenditures

Campaign spending, particularly for state
Senate candidates, escalated dramatically in
1987. Prior to 1987, the most expensive nonspecial election for the Senate in the state's
history - a 1983 election in Roanoke - had
resulted in $176,000 being spent by the two
lnajor-party contenders combined. In 1987
an astounding one-fourth of the forty Senate races exceeded that previous record total. What is more, six Senate contests cost
the candidates from the two major parties
(taken together) more than $300,000; and
in the Henrico County race between incumbent Democrat William Parkerson and Republican challenger Eddy Dalton,
$1,223,476 was spent (about $671,000 by
Parkerson and $552,000 by Dalton). Put another way, these two candidates for a single
Senate seat (representing one-fortieth of
the state's population) together spent over
three-fourths as much as the amount spent
by both major-party candidates for the
statewide post of lieutenant governor in
1985.

In 1987, Senate candidates in the nineteen
party-contested districts spent $4.25 million,
while the candidates in all forty districts
spent a total of $4.97 million. This total repr sented an increase over 1983 of almost 156
percent in the party-contested districts and
an even larger increase of 179 percent when
all districts are included. For the party-contested seats, the average major-party candidate spent $111,062-a massive jump
from 1983's average of $38,600. The average
state Senate contest in party-contested districts in 1987 saw a total of $223,802 expended by both candidates. 3
The spending rise was also quite noticeable,
but less alarming, in the House of Delegates
elections. In party-contested districts the
candidates altogether expended almost
$2.05 million - a gain of about 18 percent
over 1985 and 66 percent over 1983. In all
100 districts, the total spent was $2.93 million, which represented a nearly 30 percent
increase over 1985 and 78 percent over
1983. (Proportionately, then, Senate election costs have been rising at a much faster
pace than House expenditures.) In 1987 the
average race in a party-contested House district saw total expenditures of $66,007, with
the average major-party candidate depleting a warchest of $32,926. Overall, a dozen

3Even when the Dalton-Parkerson race - an extreme statistical
"outlier" - is excluded from the calculations, the-figures are startling. The average cost per major-party candidate in the partycontested districts would still be $83,278, and the average partycontested Senate race would total $168,278.
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TABLE 1. Voting in Selected Predominantly Black Precincts
In Virginia Cities, 1987 Lottery Referendum

City

Precincts

Total
Votes
Cast

Percent of
Registered
Voting

Percent of
Votes Cast
No
Yes

Black Precincts
Charlottesville a
Virginia Beach b
Hampton c

1
1
2

524
872
2,602

40.6
52.6
58.8

77.1
68.9
68.4

22.9
31.1
31.6

Newport News d
Norfolke
"POltSffiouthf

8
10
2

5,677
9,830
2,086

56.6
48.9
50.9

77.6
75.6
68.2

22.4
24.4
31.8

Richmondg
Emporia h
Petersburgi

15
1
4

9,304
240
2,386

44.3
52.5
53.2

82.0
78.5
80.0

18.0
21.5
20.0

44

33,521

49.6

77.0

23.0

Total or Average

SOURCE: Official election results provided by the State Board of Elections.
Firehouse precinct
Seatack precinct
c Phenix & Pembroke precincts
d Dunbar, Lee, Marshall, Chestnut, Jefferson, Huntington, Washington, and
Newsome Park precincts
e Precincts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, and 42
f Precincts 26 and 27
g Precincts 301, 303, 304, 306, 602, 603, 604, 605, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 707, and
801
h Ward II
j 5th Ward-1st precinct, 5th Ward-2nd precinct, 6th Ward-1st precinct, and 6th
Ward-2nd precinct
a

b

It should be noted, though, that turnout was
not particular y good among black voters.
Only 49.6 percent of those registered in the
selected black precincts in Table 1 participated in the 1987 elections, compared to
59.1 percent of all the state's registered voters. By 'contrast, in the last three contests
for governor, as well as in the 1982 U.S.
Senate race, black turnout exceeded overall
turnout.
Voter Turnout
While black turnout in 1987 could be
termed disappointing, the overall turnout
rate was remarkably high. With the added
feature of the lottery, the 1987 election was
able to draw a turnout nearly 9 full percentage points greater than the previous
General Assembly contests in 1983. More
impressively, the lottery helped to generate

a voter participation rate that considerably
exceeded the 1985 gubernatorial turnout of
53 percent. (The 1985 rate was particularly
anemic, in part because of severe flooding
in large parts of the state.)
The turnout would have been even more
robust in 1987 save for northern Virginia,
where only 47.8 percent of the registered
voters went to the polls, compared to 62.6
percent in the rest of the state. Perhaps the
lottery was of less compelling interest to
northern Virginians, since many already
played lotteries sponsored by nearby Maryland and the District of Columbia.
Lottery Fever
To judge from pre-election soundings, citizens wanted the lottery because (1) it
would be entertaining and fun; (2) it would

give SOllle people hope, however remote, of
becoming wealthy overnight; and (3) it
would be a "painless" state revenue source
that might stave off future tax increases.
What is mote, the lottery had an appeal that
pari-lTIutuels lacked: it was Everyman's
game, universally available (rather than at
just a few selected betting sites), and it did
not raise the specter of organized crime as
starkly as did pari-mutuels.
For good or ill, the lottery vote was a lesson
in democracy. A substantial majority rejected the nearly unanimous judgment of
respected statewide leaders, and the voters-black and white-repudiated Virginia's religious hierarchy as well. Indeed, the
anti-lottery forces may have made a serious
error in showcasing the opposition of the
preachers so extensively. Many voters do
not take kindly to overt moralizing and politicking by men and WOluen of the cloth; and
as the returns suggest, the ministers' efforts
may have backfired - if not in their own congregations, then among the public beyond
their pulpits.
In retrospect, it is apparent that the antilottery campaign could have succeeded only
if it could have combined three powerful
elements of the electorate who were not
natural allies: (1) active church people who
believed gambling was immoral; (2) traditionalist conservatives who viewed the lottery as an unseemly and inappropriate activity for Virginia's government to
undertake; and (3) black and white liberals
who saw the lottery as a regressive tax on
the poor. For a combination of reasonsespecially the strong pro-lottery predisposition even of many members of these targeted groups and a poorly funded, unbalanced anti-lottery campaign publicly
dominated by preachers - this strange and
strained potential coalition did not manage
to coalesce fully on Election Day.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS
In Virginia, every legislative election year is
a good year for incumbents, and 1987 was
almost guaranteed to be no exception because of the enormous number of unopposed seats. Of the 140 incumbent legislators in the House and Senate, 132 ran for
reelection and 122 won. This 92.4 percent
reelection rate almost precisely duplicates
the average reelection rate for legislators of
92.6 percent recorded since 1979.
Because of the few defeats and relatively
few voluntary retirements, seat turnover
(Le., replacement of the incumbent, for
whatever reason) was again low. Just 18 of
140 seats changed hands, somewhat above
the level of 1983 but well below the large
turnovers occurring in the redistricting
years of 1965 and 1971. As usual, most
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make it easier for challengers to attract attention and raise money. And, of course, the
greater prestige of a Senate seat is often
alluring to well-known or well-heeled individuals who might be more reluctant to risk
the expense and a possible defeat for a
"mere" House berth.
All in all, the nine challengers who did oust
incumbents followed varied financial paths
to victory. Three outspent the incumbent by
a large margin, three were handily outspent
by the incumbent, and three essentially
matched the incumbent's warchest (though
each challenger in this triad expended
slightly less than his or her incumbent opponent).

contingent has long outgrown its proverbial
meeting place in earlier times - the phone
booth. But its once-rapid growth has become stunted in recent years; or perhaps it
has simply reached a plateau froln which a
climb to new competitive heights will soon
begin. The DeITIOCrats can take SOlne credit
for the failure of the Republicans to fulfill
the bright promise of their successes in the
1970s. Once the Democratic party began to
moderate its statewide image, and to organize and fund itself Inore adequately, it
neutralized iITIportant electoral advantages
that the GOP had held.
The theme of continuity is not altogether
inappropriate even in describing the lottery
vote. 5 The 1987 referendum merely ratified
and extended an earlier vote to remove the

ban on lotteries from the state's Constitution. That 1970 election saw 62.9 percent of
Virginians taking a pro-lottery position - a
substantially larger proportion than the 56.6
percent who backed the lottery in 1987. 6
Does this reduction in support for the lottery mean that Virginians are becoming
more conservative? That interpretation is
highly dubious, but so too is one that sees
approval of the lottery in 1987 as proof that
the state is Inoving to the left. The lottery
vote had relatively little to do with party or
ideology. It was a highly personal vote of
fantasy dreaIns, of hope for an illusory,
pain-free future shorn of cares - and of new
taxes.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
What is most striking about the 1987 General Assembly elections is continuity, not
change. Ever since 1981, Republicans have
consistently won between thirty-three and
thirty-five House seats and between eight
and ten Senate seats. The GOP legislative

50 n November 3, 1970, Virginians approved "proposal no. 2" by
a vote of 491,944 to 290,430. The proposal read: "Shall the Constitution be amended by repealing Section 60 (which prohibits
lotteries), leaving it to the General Assembly to decide whether
to authorize or prohibit lotteries?"

6This reference is not to the use of lotteries by some of our founding fathers, although during this Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution, such a historical footnote to modern controversy should
be welcome.
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